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Abstract—The gain of the intra-body propagation channel between tissue implanted antennas is largely dependent on the lossy tissue structures on the direct path between the nodes. Nonetheless, intra-body link performance may be improved through careful antenna design to minimize the near-field losses which are doubly important in this application. In an initial study we consider the effect of insulation on an implanted dipole antenna at the MedRadio band (2.36–2.40 GHz) and placed within a muscle tissue phantom. Simulated electric field and radiation efficiency results are discussed for the single antenna case.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The performance of a UHF intra-body network (IBN) is not only related to the design of implanted antennas and their radiation characteristics, but it is also highly dependent on the through-tissue propagation environment that defines the in-body channel. Given the lossy nature of most body tissues at UHF, both the path length and the surrounding tissue structures and their characteristics are critical to link performance for any IBN application. However, the path between nodes in an IBM link is largely application dependent and may even change over time, for example, the link between the pectoral region and the abdomen as the host stands or sits. Therefore, IBM link performance optimization efforts should consider the implanted antennas, especially since there is an antenna at each end of the link and even a modest performance enhancement could have a significant effect on the application. In this initial simulation based study we focus on the coupling of the antenna with the body tissues in the near field with the aim of understanding the relative importance of losses local to the implanted antennas.

II. ANTENNAS IN INTRA-BODY COMMUNICATION LINKS

In [1] the authors presented simulated results for a 2.38 GHz IBN within a multilayered tissue equivalent phantom. The main results from [1] are repeated in Fig. 1 which shows the path gain between two identical antennas with one at the center of a cylindrical three layer (muscle, fat, skin) phantom and the other within the various tissues along the cylinder radius. The most interesting result is that for all three antennas (un-insulated bow-tie, insulated bow-tie and insulated dipole), the path gain increases when one of the antennas is within the fat tissue. Given the identical simulation parameters (antenna, source and phantom models), the significant increase in forward path gain is solely due to the lower losses for each antenna type within the fat tissue ($\varepsilon_r = 5.29$ and $\sigma = 0.10$ Sm$^{-1}$). Another study [2] involved the simulation of the channel between two identical dipoles implanted in different homogenous body tissues. The study also looked at path loss versus distance and showed the effect of mutual coupling when the second antenna lies in the near field or the reactive zone. However, this study did not address the issue of near field antenna losses.

A biocompatible coating is necessary to protect an in-vivo antenna from body tissues and vice versa. Any medical device with an antenna has to be coated with a biocompatible layer to prevent any metallic oxidation which forms metal ions small enough to travel through the bloodstream and poison vital organs [3]. It is also well known that implant antenna performance is highly sensitive to the surrounding environment as the high water content tissue materials (e.g., skin and muscle) may cause a short-circuit effect [4]. Therefore, a biocompatible insulation is applied to implant antennas to jointly address these issues. Insulated antennas have the advantage of being less sensitive in terms of their current distribution to the dielectric properties of the surrounding medium [5]. Empirical testing was conducted in [6] to study the effect of implant antenna coatings and it was found that using an insulating layer helps reduce the discrepancy between simulation and measurements, presumably because of the importance of near field effects.

In this paper, we consider the effect of various thicknesses of insulation on an implanted dipole by examining the local electric field distribution and the overall performance as characterized by radiation efficiency associated with a simple muscle phantom.

Fig 1 Comparison of effect of antenna type on the forward gain ($S_{21}$) for the link between two IBN antennas within a multilayer phantom [1].
III. NUMERICAL MODELING

Simulations were performed in CST Microwave Studio® for the MedRadio band (2.36–2.40 GHz) [7] using a cylindrical muscle tissue phantom ($\varepsilon_r = 52.8$ and $\sigma = 1.69$ S$m^{-1}$) of height 140 mm and radius 70 mm. An insulated dipole antenna, identical to that described in [1], with wire (PEC) radius of 0.6 mm and a total length of 55.3 mm was placed at the center of the phantom and oriented along the cylindrical axis (Z-axis). The antenna insulation layer was modelled as vacuum and was varied between 1.6 mm thickness (additional to the radius of the dipole antenna) to 27.2 mm with 17 simulation scenarios in total.

IV. RESULTS

A. Electric Field Distribution

The electric field ($E_z$) distribution close to the antenna in the axial plane of the cylindrical phantom is shown in Fig. 2. The plot compares different thicknesses of vacuum insulation. In Fig. 2(c) it is clear that there is strong near field interaction with the surrounding muscle tissues.

![Electric field distribution for a dipole antenna with different insulation thicknesses](image)

**Fig 2 Electric field distribution for a dipole antenna within a muscle phantom with insulation thickness of (a) 22.4 mm (b) 8 mm and (c) 1.6 mm.**

B. Radiation Efficiency

Fig. 3 shows how the radiation efficiency for the dipole within the muscle phantom varies with insulation thickness. The efficiency has a log-linear slope of approximately +5.4 dB per cm of additional insulation.

![Radiation efficiency vs. insulation thickness](image)

**Fig 3 Effect of increasing insulation thickness on the implant antenna radiation efficiency.**

V. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As expected the electric field distribution close to the tissue implanted antenna is significantly affected by the local material characteristics. At lower levels of insulation, the fields are shorted by the lossy muscle tissue, whereas the field behavior becomes more “dipole” like as the insulation increases. Furthermore, for lower levels of insulation the fields excited in the body tissues will lead to additional losses, irrespective of whether those fields are reactive or radiating. While the dipole is not appropriate for implant applications, the same principles would apply to any antenna design. Furthermore, many implant antenna designs are electrically small, especially given that implant device physical volume is restricted. This combined with the reality that insulation (biocompatible) layers are typically very thin means that careful near-field design is needed, especially where candidate antennas have strong reactive electric near fields. Additionally, the radiation efficiency results shown in Fig. 3 also confirm the impact of insulation on implant antenna performance. However, these preliminary results are not sufficiently informative to make strong conclusions. In particular, the current model has a fixed phantom size and larger insulation thicknesses also lead to shorter propagating paths through the muscle tissue which are also contributing to the higher radiation efficiency results. An improved simulation model may be able to separate out these effects in future studies.

VI. CONCLUSION

This numerical study of implant antenna field distributions demonstrates the importance of insulation in antenna performance. Given that an intra-body link between implanted devices has an antenna at each end, there is additional benefit in optimizing antenna performance. However, further investigation needs to be conducted using different antenna types to validate the effect of isolating the near fields on the overall IBN link performance. Additionally, this analysis was conducted in the MedRadio band but it may be extended to other potential operating frequencies. Finally, the work should be experimentally validated in a suitable phantom test bed.
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